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ENERGY POLICY IS THE SETHERLANDS 

A Policy Simulation Based on Multicriteria Decision Analysis 

Received August 1985 

Most scenarios for future energy policy we based on one or two predominant policy objectives. 
In this paper. policy obJectives from several existing energy scenarios for The Netherlands are 
combined. The atlalnmrnt of ‘ideal values’ of policy criteria (i.e.. the ‘ideal point’ multicriterla 
deciswn method) is taken as Ihe most lihely mechanism for decision making on energy policy. 
The required criterion weights for [his method are based on varying forecasts and ideals in three 
perwds from 19x0 till 2010. The variation of criterion weights results in feedbacks of the policy 
rewlts in previous periods IO the desired policy in the next period. 

I. Introduction 

Through the I97Os. 90”,, of total cncrgy consumption in The Ncthcrlands 
consisted of (imported) oil and (indigenous) naturitl gas. After the oil 

cmhargo of 1973. Dutch cncrgy policy was aimed at diminishing the 

dcpcndcncc on oil through cncrgy conservation and divcrsitication of supply. 

In order to ilchicvc this aim, and to prcscrvc natural gas rcsourccs for future 

gcncrations, the reintroduction of coal and the cxpnnsion of nuclear power 
gcncration wcrc proposed. 

Strong opposition :lgainst thcsc proposiils Icd to iI public debate on future 
cncrgy policy. which Instcd two years and ended in 1984. The debate was 

ccntcrcd around four policy scenarios, quantified by the Dutch Energy 

Rcscarch Centrc by means of a linear model of the Dutch cncrgy system 
[ l~oonckamp Ct ill. ( 1983)]. 

Crncrikl policy objcctivcs were associitted with each scenario: ‘policy as 
indicntcd’, i.e., the reference scenario (RS); ‘industrial growth’ (IG); ‘full 
employma’ (FE); and ‘environmental protection (EP). Some outcomes of 

thcsc scenarios for 2000, ilS presented in the energy debate, are listed in table I. 

Whatcvcr the impact of the public energy drbate will be on future energy 

policy, it is obvious that none of the four scenarios will be fully rcalizcd. 
Exogenous filctors will change, and so will policy objectives. 

*I would like IO thank Professor W. van Goal for some valuable discussions concerning the 
manuscrlpl. 
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Gus Nuclrur Other TVLII 

B.IW )e;lr IYXO 167 I.188 I.274 46 
ZOIM). RS-wenario RJ2 1.075 811 213 
NOO. IG-scrnario 876 I.186 941 213 
XW). FE-wrnarto X26 I.107 813 ‘I3 
NC4). EP-sc~ncrr~o 4x7 %?I 663 0 

‘Stwr~ 1’ Stuurgrucp \l.~,~tsch.~ppelijkr Diskussie (1983). 

59 2.734 
lY9 3,150 
195 3.41 I 
I95 3.1x1 

12x 2.N9 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the effects of changing policy objectives 

on future Dutch energy policy. using concepts of multicriteria decision 

theory. 

2. Decisions with multiple objectives 

hlulticritcria decision analysis (MCDA) is the branch of applied systems 

:InalyG that deals with decision situations in which conflicting objectives. 

decision criteria or interests occur [Cohen (1978). Chankong and Haimes 

(IOS?)]. The aim of MCDA is to help the decision maker(s) to get ;I better 
insight in the decision problem at hand, and to clarify any implicit value 
judpcnicnts that may influence the decision. 

klost MCI>A-methods require information from the decision maker: 
information about preferences and v;lIuc tradeoffs to construct the decision 
niakcr’s utility function [Kccncy ild KaiffiTu (1076)], information about 

prcfercnccs and itspiriltion lcvcls in the GISC of goal programming methods 

[ IgniAo ( I%!) 1. or information about prcfercnccs in view of an idcnl though 
un;~tt;~inablc solution to the problem [Zclcny (1074)]. 

In public policy, howcvcr. no clear and single decision maker is present. 
Government ofkials who may be regarded as being most influential on the 
st;Itcment ilnd cxccution of policies ;Irc generally not acccssiblc. Thus, no 

direct information about value judgcments. value tradeoffs, or the relative 
importance of policy criteria can be obtained. 

For an assessment of the impact of changing policy criteria on future 
energy policy, it is therefore necessary to use a decision model that requires 
no direct information about these judgemental factors. 

The model proposed here is based on LI number of assumptions, which will 
be discussed below. 

rtss~r~t~prior~ 1. Energy policy is the result of conflicting objectives. 

/l s.slrrrrpf ion 2. The relative importance of the policy objectives will vary in 
time. 



With these assumptions. the decision process is defined as a black box. 

Not the internal structures. not the power relationships. not the bargaining 

processes within the policy apparatus are important, but the results. Changes 

in power relationships are observed as changes in policy objectives. 

Assumption 3. Each policy objective can be translated into a quantitative 

policy criterion. 

This assumption is rather strong. In real-world decision situations, fuzzy 

objectives are often stated next to concrete objectives or even quantitative 

criteria. For example, stated objectives in the Dutch public energy debate 
included ‘minimize vulnerability of the energy system’. ‘care for environ- 

mental quality’, ‘lowering of risks for society’, and ‘enlargement of energy 

supply possibilities for third world countries’. In most cases this kind of fuzzy 
information is transformed into more or less concrete decision criteria, at the 

risk of not covering a stated objective completely. 

Assumption 4. For each criterion there is an ideal value. which may vary in 
time as a result of technological progress. 

~.s~~~rn~ri(~~z 5. Energy policy will consist of actions to reach the idcal values 

of ill1 criteria. 

Thcsc assumptions refer to the so-called ‘ideal point’ multiple criteria 

d&ion method, originally stated by Zcleny (1974). Suhjcctcd to given 

constraints, a bcsf or ‘ideal’ value for each criterion can be cornplitc~i. The 

ideal point consists of the optima) values of all criteria. This idcal or ‘utopia’ 

point is in general not attainable bccausc of the conflicting naturc of the 

stated objectives. The aim of the decision maker will bc to find i\ solution 

that satisfies his objectives best, i.e.. a comprise solution to the problem ‘as 

close as possible’ to the ideal. It is obvious that the decision maker will 
consider a compromise solution better, if it satisfies his relative important 

objectives better than others. So, the satisfaction of the decision maker with a 
compromise solution proposed by the decision analyst is a measure of the 

rclativc importance of his stated objectives. 
Formalizations of this satisfaction have been proposed by Zelcny (1974) 

(‘degrue of closeness to the idcal’) and by Delgado (1983) (‘satisfaction 
degree’). The general objective of the decision maker would bc to maximize 

the satisfaction degree S: 

max S(/‘(x)) = -!&)_,z.t. uhcrc 

f(x) = the proposed compromise solution, 
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4.x) = the nadir solution. in this case the maximum value, 
i(x) = the ideal solution, in this case the minimum 

functions to be minimized). 

value (objective 

If there is no real decision maker present to comment on results by the 
analyst. the decision model itself should contain a criterion for the satisfac- 

tion degree by which the relative importance of policy objectives can be 

approximated. 

Assumption 6. The wider the gap between a forecast and the ideal value of a 

policy criterion, the greater the urge for policy action. This urge for action 

can be regarded as the relative weight on that criterion. 

So. it is assumed that a forecast may replace the proposed compromise 

solution f(x) in the given expression of the satisfaction degree S(/(s)). The 
satisfaction with this forecast with regard to the ideal situation will be used 

as a measure of the relative importance (i.e., the weight) of the criterion with 

respect to the decision to be made. 
In this approach. the general objective of (energy) policy will be to 

minimize the weighted distance to the ideal: 

subject to xi = ii + di, xi E F,, whcrc 

~8~ = (,/i - ii)/( ni - ii). the weight on criterion i, 

/; = lhc forccast value of criterion i, 

ii = the idcal value of criterion i, 

ffi = the nadir value of criterion i, 

d, = the distance bctwcen the ideal value and the result for criterion 
.yi = the criterion function i. consisting of a linear combination of 

variables s, 
F, = the feasible region of the decision problem, dctermincd by the 

constraints. 

I. 

decision 

imposed 

Satisfaction dcgrcc and weight of a criterion function to bc minimized are 
shown in fig. I. 

Assrr~rrprion 7. In a mixed economy, governmental actions will consist of 
imposing constraints on economic activities. These constraints are the result 

of a multicriteria analysis of future developments. 

Assurr~p~iou 8. Within these constraints. economic actors will pursue their 

own objcctivcs. 
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Fig. 1. Satisfaction degree S(/(.r)) as a function of the proposed compromise solution c (.y). and 
criterion weight w{/(x)) as a function of forecast criterion vaiue/‘(.rL 

These last two assumptions deal with the question of who the real decision 
makers are. In the model discussed below, the decisions consist of a choice 
between various fuels or investments in energy conservation. However, it is 
not the government that decides on the allocation of resources. It can only 
impose constraints on economic activities. taking into account various social 
objectives. Within these constraints, economic actors will pursue their own 
objcctivcs. and it is assumed that the objective ‘cost minimization’ will 
dominate. 

3. Policy siniulation 

Future cncrgy policy in The Ncthcrlands is simulated for three ten-year 
periods from base year I980 through 2010. For this simulation a highly 
aggrcgatcd linear model of the Dutch cncrgy system is used, consisting of 
three sectors: industry (Y$,‘, of total cncrgy use in 19X0), power gcncration 
(X“,,), and scrviccs (‘others’, lo’:;;). The sectors households (ZO;,,) and 
transportation (I I’:,,) will not bc taken into consideration because they are 
assumed to remain based on the USC of natural gas and oil products, 
rcspcctivcly. 

Possible decisions include the use of oil (products), of coal and of natural 
gas. and investment in energy conservation measures. It is assumed that the 
govcrnmcnt will impose constraints on these decisions, based on a balanced 
tradeoff of the following policy objectives: 

(a) minimize COSLT, criterion: variable costs in billions of Dfl/year; 

IbJ minimix pollution, criterion: SO, emissions in millions of kg/year; 

(4 consrrr~~~ion o/‘nururrrl gas reserws, criterion: natural gas use in PJ/year; 

(dJ rlicersijictrtion c’j’mrr~y supply, criterion: oil use in PJ/year; 

(4 tncu-irnrtl ztwqy wnserccr~ion in PJ/year; 

(fJ mcrximcrl gocernmen~ income from energy use, in billions of Dfl/year. 
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The last objective. although never stated explicitly, is an important 

background consideration for the statement of energy policy. It is also stated 

here to counterbalance the objective ‘minimal use of natural gas’. government 
income being 80”. of the Dutch natural gas price. 

3.2. E.wgrnorrs scenurios und forrcasts 

As stated before, forecasts of future values of policy criteria play an 

important role in this simulation. These forecasts are based on the assump- 
tion that. without policy actions taken. energy use in every period and in 

every sector will grow according to some exogenous scenario. For the first 
period. this will be the so-called Reference Scenario (RS); for the last two 

periods it is assumed that the relative share of all energy sources (including 
energy conservation as an energy source) will be the same as in the previous 

period. 

The exogenous scenarios and assumed technological constraints are listed 

in tables 2 and 3. 

The possible actions of the economic actors are decisions on new 

equipment (including energy conservation measures) to satisfy growing 

I YXO I ‘NO 2ow 20 IO 

Ettcq~ ,,.w ( PJ)” 

Indu\lry I .050 I.220 I .3x0 I .4x0 
I’owcr gcncr;llion 520 5x0 650 7Ou 
‘Olhcrs’ 270 220 I 90 I 90 
Tl’l: 2,700 2.900 3. loo 3.300 

f:‘,rcr,~~ prrc to,\ (U/ /,‘GJ)” 

l~lIcl Oil 9. I 12.1 14.6 16.2 
Middle dicrillates 12.7 16.6 19.x 22.0 
co~ll 6. I x.2 10.7 12.5 
Natural gas 7.3 12.3 14.x 16.4 

I2 15 20 
I7 20 26 
I2 I4 I7 

l l9KO 20(W): Boonskamp ~‘1 al. (1983): 2010: estimate. 
“I Dfl (19XO)=SO.S (19X0). 19X&_‘OOO: Boonrkamp el al. 

(19X3); 2010: eslimale. 
‘Estimalr of the varidhle COPIS per GI saved oC extr;L 

conwrvilllon mtxsurcs. ‘Aulonomous’ conservulion policy re- 
suits arc included in the energy use estimates. 
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Table 3 

Technolopcal constraints for the policy simulation 
19x0-2000. 

1990 XMM 2010 

.Mu.rimum cod use (PJ)” 

Industry I90 330 350 

Power generation 300 490 500 

jllu.ximttm conserwtion ( PJlb 

Industry 300 420 450 
Power generation 100 I50 200 
‘Others’ 30 70 70 

“19YO. 2000: Boonekamp et al. (1983); 2010: 
eslimale. 

hlndustry IYYO. ZW): Ministry of Economic 
AlTairs ( lYN3); other ligures are estimates. 

energy demands. and to replace old equipment. It is assumed that the 

rcplaccment will proceed as follows: 

l980-I990 
I99&2000 

2000-2010 

replacement of 407; of the oil and gas using equipment; 

rcplaccmcnt of 66’,7, of the remaining oil and gas using cquip- 

mcnt from 1980; rcplaccmcnt of 407, of the coal using 

cquipmcnt from 19X0; 

rcplaccmcnt of the remaining oil and gas using equipment from 

19X0; rcplaccmcnt of 66:‘:, of the remaining coal using equipment 

from 19X0; replacement of 6OY;, of the oil and gas using 

cquipmcnt from 1990. 

It is assumed that conservation measures will have a lifetime of 20 years. 
Connected with this rcplaccmcnt scenario is ;L scenario for pollution abatc- 

ment. It is now standard policy in The Netherlands to prcscribc the best 

practicable FGD-technology for new installations. The consequences of this 

policy are listed in titblc 4. 

Government income from energy use will be assumed to remain on the 

same percentage level as in 1980: 2_5’:/1 of the oil price, 20’::; of the coil1 price 

(both prices exclusive of FGD-costs), and 80”{, of the natural gas price. A 
subsidy of 33’j/, on the costs of energy conservation is supposed to be 

granted. 

3.3. Policy sitwtlaliot~ IWO-IWO 

The Reference Scenario from the public energy debate establishes the 
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Table 4 

Scrnarw for flue gas desulphurwtion IVXO- 
2010. 

Industry Power gen. ‘Others’ 

Emission corlJicients (ronnrs SO,,‘P.f) 

C-7nr ugr IYW 

Cd mo 440 - 

oil 800 750 ‘50 

C’rnftrgc’s IYYO-2010 
Cd 135 135 - 

oil I IO I IO 250 

Desulphurisation costs (Dj7/G# 

ClUl 1.7 
o,II 1.52 

‘Ministry of Housing. Physical Planning and 
Enwonmenl ( 19X-t). 

*E~~ma~es based on Torrens ( 19X2). 

Table $ 

Xlullicriwr~a considerations IYXOLIYYO. 

Crilerion Idc;il Nadir Weight 

SO,-emissions (MC~‘ycar) 

Cosls (txlhons of Dll. yr) 
GIS use ( I’J.‘ycar) 

011 uw (PJ ‘ywr) 
ConscrvaCon (1’1 year) 
<k~v. income (h~lllons l)fl. yr) 
.-.-__---- ____ 

SIX 43X 516 I 

25.23 23.54 24.5 I 
715 501 I LXX 0.2x 
714 49.3 757 0.84 
IO? 430 76 0.9 3 

‘).X7 14.35 6.62 0.5x 

forccast for 1990. Table 5 lists the data the govcrnmcnt will use to establish 
constraints on economic activities. 

The weight asscssmcnt shows a relative priority for the objectives pollution 
control, cost minimization and cncrgy conservation. Now, it is assumed that 
the government will consider its goals achieved if the final results arc within 
a IO?<, margin of the constraints that are the result of the multicritcria 
decision. These softened constraints are: 

SO, 5 520 Mkgfyr, Gas use=<750 PJ/yr, Oil uscs540 PJlyr, 

Conservation 2 340 PJ/yr. Government income >= 6.35 billion Dfl/yr. 

Within thcsc constraints, cost optimization takes place. The results arc 
shown in table 6. 
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Table 6 

Results of constrained cost optimization f9~&1990. 

COill Oil GilS Conservation 

Industry 
Power generation 
‘Others’ 

Criteriu i&us 

SO, costs 

190 318 412 

276 127 1’7 
- 48 142 

Gas use Oil use Cons. 

300 
50 
30 

Gov. income 

4x0 23.55 681 493 380 6.63 

costs 
24.5 ’ 

24.3 

24.1 ., 

23.9 

23.7 

Costs 

\_ s, 
23.5 A sO2 

440 460 480 500 520 
23.5 ’ 6 8 10 12 14 

Gov. Inc. 

d b 

Fig. ?. (:I) Cost minimization vs. pollution control. 19X0- I990. (h) Cost minimization vs. 
governmcnl income. IWO IOW. 

The results show that all critorh vitlucs arc better than forecast, except for 
the criterion ‘government income’. So, improvement of the energy situation 
with regard to five policy criteria is achieved at the expense of government 
income. 

The tradeoffs between three policy criteria are shown in fig. 2. 

The forecasts for 2000 are based on the assumption that without policy 
actions. the relative share of all energy sources in the demand of all sectors 
will remain the same as in 1990. The relevant tigures for the assessment of 
these necessary policy actions are shown in table 7. 

Pollution control again has a high criterion weight; the importance of cost 
minimization and energy conservation has declined somewhat. Assessment of 
the necessary constraints on cost minimization, on the basis of these criterion 
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Table 7 

Multicr~reria consderalions lYY~2Mo. 

Criterion Fornast Ideal 

SO,-emiwons 272 231 
costs 30.97 29.5 
Gas use 731 350 
011 use 5-u 359 
Conservation 426 640 
Gov. income 8.84 14.01 

Nadir Welght 

29’) 0.8 
31.32 0.6 

1,156 0.17 
667 0.6 
304 0.6-l 

3.78 0.5 

weights, leads to the following results: 

SO, 2 290 Mkg/yr, Gas use 2805 PJ,‘yr. Oil use 5395 PJ, yr. 

Conservation 1440 PJiyr, Govcrnmcnt income 2 7.3 billion Dfl,!yr. 

The results of cost optimization within these constraints are shown in 

table 8. 

The results show that at the end of this period. four out of six policy 

criteria huvc a bcttcr value than forecast. Again. part of this improvcmcnt is 

achieved at the expcnsc of govcrnmcnt income: bcsidcs that. pollution is 

worst than forecast. The latter is caused by a grcatcr share of coal in the 

cncrgy package, of which the incrcasc in pollution is traded off against lower 

costs. 

Some trudcoffs for this period arc shown in fig. 3. 

In this period the remaining oil and gas using cquipmcnt, and a great part 

of the coal using equipment of vintngc 1980. must bc rcplaccd. Furthcrmorc. 

it is assumed that the govcrnmcntal subsidios for cncrgy conservation 

mcasurcs dating from the period I9YO-1990. will come to an end. This means 

that. with ;I forecast total energy consumption of the three sectors of 2,370 

PJ, decisions must bc made on the allocation of energy sources to a total of 

966 PJ in rcplaccmcnts and new equipment. The relevant criterion values for 

these decisions arc shown in table 9. 

The maximization of government income has the highest priority in this 

period. Most other policy criteria arc in the same weight range. 

On the basis of this weight assessment, constraints on cost minimization 

are formulated: 

SO, 5 160 Mkgfyr, Gas USC s 1,260 PJ/yr, Oil use 2330 PJ/yr. 

Conservation 2 150 PJ/yr. Government income 2 16.24 billion Dfl/yr. 
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Table 8 

Results of constrained cost optimtzatlon 19W.L1ooO. 

Coal 011 Gas Conser\atton 

Industry 330 300 779 371 
Power generation 490 43 117 0 
‘Others’ 16 IO4 70 

Critrriu ru/uu.s 
sot costs Gas use Oil use Cons. Go\. income 

288 29.52 600 3SY 441 7.54 

costs 
30.5 

30.3 

30.1 

29.9 

29.7 

,/ 29.5 t 

200 220 240 260 280 300 so' b 6 8 10 12 14 COV. IX. 

Table Y 

Multicriteria considerations Z(X!U 2010. 

Criterion Forecast I&;il Nadir Weight 

SO,-emissions I74 I46 215 0.3s 
costs 38.36 37.14 3Y.Y’ 0.44 
Gas use 636 320 1.17x 0.37 
Oil use 3n4 300 81-l 0.16 
Conservation 468 630 137 0.33 
Gov. income 7.x3 17.53 5.84 0.83 
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The results of cost optimization within these constraints are shown in 
table IO. 

Because of the high priority on government income maximization, the tinal 
results for the criteria ‘minimal gas use’ and ‘maximal energy conservation’ 
are worse than forecast. 

The tradeoffs between cost optimization and other policy objectives are 
shown in fig. 4. 

Table IO 

Results of constrained cost optimization 3XM~~OlO. 

Industry 
Power generatwn 
‘Others’ 

co5 ts 
Car cs 

38.0. 3R.0 

31.H” 37.H 

37.6 ” 31.6 

37.4 ” 37.4 

37.2. 37.2 

37.0 I 37.0 
140 160 IHO 200 220 

so2 

d b 

Fig. 4. (a) Cod minimization vs. pollution control, XO&2010. (b) Cost minimiraliun vs. gas u\c 
minimiralion. XMW2OlO. 

4. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, long-term energy policy was regarded as a series of decisions 
with multiple objectives. It was assumed that governmental decisions will 
result in constraints on economic activities and that economic actors will try 
to achicvc their own objcctivcs within these constraints. 
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Contrary to the scenarios in the Dutch public debate on energy policy, no 

assumption was made on the dominance of some objectives over others. 

Instead. it was assumed that the importance of objectives, hence the weight 
on policy criteria. will vary in time. The assessment of these time-varying 

weights was based on the observed gap between forecast and ideal criterion 

values. The variation of criterion weights is shown in fig. 5. 

relative 

weight 

I 
Gov. income 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1' 

Gas use 
so2 
Conservation 

Oil 

I 

1990 2000 2010 

Fig. 5. Variation of criterion weights in the policy simulation 19X&2010. 

With this time-variation of criterion weights, there is a feedback of policy 

results from a previous period to the necessary policy in the next period. It 

may bc interesting to see if this feedback in previous periods has any effect 

on the final results in 2010. In table I I the multicriteria considerations for a 
‘once-through’ constrained cost optimization for the period 1980-2010 are 
shown, the results of which are shown in table 12. 

The results of the two approaches differ considerably. Because of the high 
weight on the pollution criterion, coal USC is minimal in the ‘once-through’ 



Table I I 

Multicriterla consideratwns 19X(&-2010 

Crllerion 
Rcsultlng 

Forecast Ideal Nuder Weight constraint 

SO,-emissions 207 33 126 0.9 36 
costs 38.46 37.44 41.01 0.28 
Gas use 63X 0 1.970 0.32 I .4x5 
011 “SL’ 729 3UO 857 0.77 567 

Conservation I33 700 IO0 0.95 620 
Go\ Income 12.79 26.26 0 0.47 I I.32 

(iI 1 

(h) 

Industr) 
Pwcr pen. 
‘Others’ 

Induslry 
Puwcr fen. 
Uhcr\’ 

‘2 300 707 450 
0 0 570 I30 

- 0 I20 70 

3.50 300 733 97 
SIH) 0 2lU1 0 

0 127 53 

(iI 1 

(h) 

!h JO.5 I .397 300 650 13.9x 

I-W 37.15 I .(I70 300 I50 IO.24 
--__- 

approxh. The final energy conservation is higher than in the phased 

approach; part of this result is due to the high weight on the conservation 

criterion, part of it may bc due to the ncccssary averaging of cncrgy 

conservation costs. 

Further rcscurch will bc dcvotod to decision processes in public policy to 

support the decision model presented in this paper with empirical cvidcncc. 
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